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Overcome, cast into this pit of fire 

What doesn’t kill you, makes you stronger 

Moulding the mysteries of life and death 

Sentient prime, drink of the earth's blood 

 

To spark a flame, when stars collide 

Before the dawn they stand alive 

A greater mind, breached in trance 

Shatter the frame of existence 

 

Let the blood flow, become the catalyst 

Initiate the mind-shift 

Tusk, the ancient tribe 

Willpower, become the messenger 

An explosion of light 

Tusk, the primal way 

 

To find the stranded pieces 

The missing link inside our soul 

Open the floodgates 

Make real and capture that sound so elusive 

In speech lay the parable  

 

In one bite, you swallow the universe  

The starseed's blooming inside of you 



Of Prometheus and the sacred flame 
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Fire angels, watchers from on high 

vigil, protector of the flame 

A lone shape will inhale the heat 

And bring to light the lifeless 

 

Rise, the snake has fed them from the tree of life 

 

Fire angels, watchers from on high 

The age of evolution has arrived 

 

Golden kingdom, forged in the sacred flame 

The seven who are one, will be unchained 

Imbued with promethean fire, jewel of creation 

Slaves shall break their bonds and seed the world 

 

The heavens stand divided, lightbearers filled with strife 

A thousand eyes, with ember deep inside 

The heavens stand divided, lightbearers filled with strife 

The snake has fed them from the tree of life 

 

A battle will be fought, the age of Man thus begins 

The great beast will rise again, so it was written, so it shall be done 



War of the Gods 
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Can you feel the fire rising? 

Can you breathe the ember in the air? 

Can you see the giants fall? 

Can you be the key? 

 

Break out, release the energy 

Strike out, be what you're meant to be 

Break out, release the fire 

Strike out, we'll fight this war together 

 

This conflict will usurp 

Reduce to ash the dreams 

Reset the clocks 

War of the Gods 

 

Have you felt the fire rise? 

And did you breathe the ember? 

Have you seen the giants fall? 

And are you the key? 

 

Hand of fire, burn my eyes 



As the sky falls 
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These are the last words of a dying man 

 

From centuries of hubris, there came a fading light 

Too late we saw the errors of our way 

Unleash the oceans, break the ice walls 

Reality is shattered, humanity is scatterred 

 

Broken words, broken lands 

Only ancient memories 

Breaking out, breaking down 

You are the first in line 

 

As I stand while the earth cracks below 

Ensnared by obscurity 

The towers fall and all will end with me 

So let the waves break, As the sky falls 

 

The fire rises, this is the hour of chaos 

 

Crossing the last meridian, over the great divide 

Bones turning to obsidian, we're purged of all our strife 

 

As the sky falls, this is the final curtain call 

We watch as our world's undone, we live under a dying sun 

 

You are the last in line 



Resurrection 
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We are spreading the ashes, as the fire arises from this world 

We are speading the ashes, now it's time for us to face the flames 

 

Born the beast, ready to devour 

Eating the children of the Gaian strain 

Great equalizer, return the balance 

Cleansers from below 

 

To set the beasts free   

A sacrifice to quell their hunger 

To see the world ablaze 

The neverending fire burn 

 

The old Gods of death 

Singing their hymns of destruction 

This is Resurrection 

Fragments of a new generation 

 

In the ruined halls of men 

No one can escape their judgement 

Bred to feed the ancient idols 

The secret kings, born of blood 

 

This is Resurrection 



Through darkness and decay 
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Standing here all alone in a dark corner 

Wondering how did things ever get this way 

I’m staring into an empty bottle 

Shivering darkness taking my soul away 

I feel so cold and lonely, I miss the warmth 

I miss myself and the life that I had 

 

It all went away in a glimpse of a moment 

A bad decision, destroying all the love that I owned 

I've tried so hard to accept what I’ve done 

But a somber tone keeps filling me inside 

Reminding me how it hurts so badly 

 

I had it all but I fucked it all up 

Every pieces of me started to shatter like a broken mirror 

There’s something inside of me that keeps sabotaging 

Everything I love so dearly 

I feel so helpless, sick of falling apart 

 

Here I am again on my own  

And I don’t know if I’ll be able to make it through without using 

I’ve got a loaded gun in my shaking hand 

Struggling hardly, to point it to another way  

But the trigger keeps telling me to do it 

 

Why does it have to be this way? 

I need to break away 

 

Here I stand again facing this empty void 

On the edge of a mountain, trying to make this choice 

But my head is so fucked up that I can’t even see much clearly 

And I don’t know what lies ahead, it scares the hell out of me 

All I know is what mattered in this life has turned to decay 



Into Oblivion 
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The shining giants, who rose from the ashes  

The prophets sing the songs and chanters call the masses 

The queen in bloom will turn the roses a darker shade of red 

As the sun shines it’s blackened rays upon the faces of the dead 

 

From the void, a new kingdom 

For starstruck majesties, freed from the abyss of time 

The old ones will fall upon the garden and whisper 

Of Gods and monsters, how could we be so blind? 

 

Crawl through dirt, fight through pain 

Push through burn, we will stand tall 

It’s many crowns of fire, illuminate the sky 

Answer the sirens call, Into Oblivion 

 

We are the architects of this web of falsity 

The transformed, the fallen ones, those living revelations 

Born out of the waste and a state of enmity 

From the majestic horrors of humanity 

 

And they rose like a shadow over the earth 

& like ghosts walked the ruinous path down into the void 



New World 
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It was written, that They will wake from their sleep   

And come out of their prisons beneath the earth and the sea 

And the serpents burned the land; but out of all death comes life 

New life, new Man 

 

I am the living record of the true origin of all things 

I come to give sight to the blind 

 

We are the new breed, risen from the sea.  We are what you want to be 

You are a living apostasy, We will feast upon your misery 

 

We are the new kingdom, We know the Gods 

  

This is a New World 

We are living perfection 

Reveal the true order 

as proven by the miracle of Our blood 

 

Under a bleeding sun, We shed our disguises; the ones that We have worn 

Sons of the serpent, cast off your afflictions 

We will put on a new flesh and kill all imperfections 

 

As they towered over the wasterland, calling out to the stars 

 

We are the new kingdom, We know the Gods 

All this, has come to pass 

 

We are strong, We are right, We are might 

 

It is accomplished, the passing of Man 



Ages Unsung 
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Let the poets sing 

Of the wars of Gods and Men 

 

The secret songs of ancient times 

From long after the oceans drank Atlantis 

Of an age undreamed of 

 

As we try in vain and take away the flames 

But now, the past lies cold 

To write it in the way, we see reality 

The world grows old but only time will tell 

 

So long, those sacred verses 

Varried away into 

Through space and time 

To sing of Ages Unsung 

 

Through broken glass, you watch the world unfold 

But in these burned out ashes, you found a spark 
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